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any more Japans south of the border," Carter-Mondale Latin
American policy chief Robert Pastor told Business Interna

tional's Leslie Bourne in 1977. The State, Treasury, and
Commerce Departments are still operating under that dogma,
subverting President Reagan's desire for expanding trade
with neighbors like Mexico and Brazil.

Development projects
scrapped under IMF
by Mark Sonnenblick
A million Americans have lost their jobs thanks to the IMF
austerity programs imposed on Ibero-America. U.S. exports

Brazil
When the crisis hit, Brazil was embarked on 16 projects
costing over $1 billion each, with a total scheduled outlay of
$202 billion. Brazil's leaders saw that its vast natural and
human resources demanded that industry keep growing at the
12 percent annual rate of the 1970s. The new infrastructure,
industry, and agriculture would have created, directly and
indirectly, 5.5 million new jobs.

EIR calculated that these capital-intensive investments
would pay for themselves many times over. They would raise

to the region have been almost halved from their 1981 level

the average productivity of every worker in the country by

of $39 billion. Each billion dollars of exports means 25,000

10 percent, giving Brazil the genuine surplus which would

U.S. jobs, according to congressional testimony by the Na

repay the high-technology equipment imported from the

tional Foreign Trade Council.

United States and elsewhere for the project, would permit

For the countries of Ibero-America themselves, the IMF
program has had the following consequences:
• They have been forced to halve their imports in real

non-inflationary raising of living standards, and would gen
erate capital for further investment. Indirectly, these largely
state-run projects would serve as the prime market and sup

terms since the first half of 1981, to only $10.9 billion in the

plier to catalyze creation of thousands of smaller private

first half of this year.

sector industries with fastc;r paybacks.

• They have been forced to export to the United States,

These projects have now all been slashed or canceled.

at prices far below the cost of production, goods they produce

The IMF's first move in Brazil was to force a halving of the

which should have been used internally.

state-sector investment budget for 1983 and to reduce it fur

• They have had to abandon the very development proj

ects which would have raised the revenues to pay the debt in

ther in 1984. What is left is inadequate even to service the
debts held in the name of state-sector companies.

the future. In Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela, and Argentina,

The Greater Carajas project: This $69.2 billion un<ier

over: $400 billion worth of well-planned investments has been

taking involved bujlding a modem agricultural and metal

abandoned, put on ice, or implemented under conditions in

working facility and placing 1.7 million families in an almost

which the projects are no longer viable. Ambitious plans for

unpopulated Amazon province twice the size of Italy. The

energy, infrastructure, mining, steel, and petrochemical de

state's CVRD mining company planned for the whole enter

velopment have been killed. Populations are dying of mal

prise to be financed from export revenue from the $333 billion

nutrition on land which could, with high-technology invest

worth of super-pure iron ore in Carajas mountain starting in

ments, become breadbaskets for the world.
If allowed to complete even some of these projects, these

1985. But the banks provided not a penny of the $160 million
they were committed to lend in the first half, and therefore

nations would be able to service their debts. Chase Manhattan

the 550-mile railroad link from the completed mine to the

bank observed in 1979 that the $15 billion annual iron ore

completed port cannot be ready until May 1986 at the earliest.

exports forthcoming from Brazil's Carajas project would be

The IMF insists that nothing but the mine, railroad, and port

enough to pay the entire interest and principal due from

will ever be built, and that Brazil must open its state sector

Brazil. Bundesbank officials told EIR that if Belgium's en

to foreign ownership.

ergy system can service the $100 billion used to build it, than

Nuclear energy program: The $30 billion "deal of the

Brazil's Itaipu Dam could easily cover its $14 billion cost.

century" for eight power reactors, enrichment and reprocess

Carajas has been postponed and Itaipu, the world's most

ing plants from West Germany has not been formally abro

powerful dam, stands completed, but without power lines to

gated, but work has practically ground to a halt. Components

its market 500 miles away.

for the first reactor fill warehouses in Germany and Rio. The

Ibero-America would become an economic superpower
if the whole gamut of projects were completed. Wonderful?

$250 million nuclear engineering facility, the best in the
Third World, has almost nothing to do.

Not in the minds of anti-growth Malthusians in Washington,

The first turbine of the 12,600-megawatt ltaipu Dam,

London, and Switzerland. "The United States cannot tolerate

the world's largest, will soon be turned on. But, except for a
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dribble of power needed by neighboring Paraguay, its output

from the United States, EIR reported in 1981. The deal would

will go to waste. The World Bank decided not to "waste

be "oil for technology," with Mexico pumping oil on the

money" building transmission lines to the cities, when over

Saudi Arabian scale of 10 billion barrels per day by 1990 to

2,000 megawatts of hydropower from older dams are already

provide secure supplies to its technology suppliers.

going to waste as a result of the industrial depression. Itaipu's
cost per kilowatt is the world's lowest, but, deprived of a
market, it is now a $14 billion white elephant.
Steel production: Fourteen million tons will be produced

Mexico was barreling down this track in 1981, until the
IMF and the banks pulled the plug.
As soon as Mexico began to encounter financial difficul
ties, the IMF demanded that it stop importing. Dr. Julio

this year, against the 30 million once planned. The nearly

Gonzalez, IMF division chief for Mexico and the Caribbean,

completed $3 billion A<;ominas plant has been abandoned;

said in March 1982: "We are telling the banks to hold the line

CSN and Cosipa expansions face the same fate. The Tubarao

on lending to Mexico and clamp down now, to try to get the

plant, inaugurated Nov. 30, has to pay for itself by dumping

import levels down. If imports are not cut, and wages, then

steel in Pittsburgh at prices reportedly as low as $125 per ton
for steel slabs which sell for $180 per ton on the world market.

there will be an absolute state of chaos in Mexico in the

To do this, Brazilian wages have been lowered to the point

program now. "

that a worker earns in a day less than the man doing the same
job in Pittsburgh gets in an hour.
Railroad development: Subway expansion has been

middle of the year. . . . So they must begin the austerity
Work stopped on every development project, and sup
pliers in the United States laid off their workers. Secretary of
the Treasury Donald Regan told Congress last year that the

canceled. Sao Paulo's 30-year-old commuter trains break

United States had lost 250,000 jobs due exclusively to Mex

down weekly, resulting in savage riots. The almost complete

ico's inability to import. Mexico's capital goods imports

modem "steel railroad" has been abandoned.

(mostly from the United States) fell by 50 percent in 1982

Other infrastructure projects for $14 billion in hous

and by an additional 71 percent so far this year. The terms of

ing, water, and sewage, $7 million in port modernization and

debt renegotiation contracts signed with the banks rule out

shipbuilding, and $4 million in communications improve

resumption of such imports fpr the foreseeable future.

ments have been cut back drastically.

Four new ports were planned to break the bottlenecks
blocking Mexican integration into the world economy. Each

Venezuela
The 1976-80 development plan (V Plan) provided for

of them was intended to be an intermodal center capable of
handling containers and solid and liquid bulk cargos to and

$53.3 billion worth of capital investment which was to con

from supercarriers. Two were greenfields projects involving

tinue into the 1980s, mUltiplying production tenfold by 1990.

the construction of entirely new cities. Each was to serve as

Investments were to be concentrated in the new industrial

-the center for a heavy-industry complex: All are paralyzed.

complexes in Guayana and Zulia provinces. The Zulia plan

Nuclear energy program: Plans were for 20 nuclear

was for a greenfields coal pit and mine producing 5 million

plants by 2000. In June 1982, Mexico canceled bidding on

tons per year, much of which would be used in a greenfield

$3 billion worth of contracts on which U. S. firms were the

steel plant, eventually yielding 10 million tons per year as

leading bidders. Work on the 75 percent complete Laguna

part of Venezuela's V Plan objective of producing 15 times

Verde I will be dragged out until at least 1987, while the 40

as much steel in 2000 as in 1976.

percent completed Laguna II has a padlock on the construc

In the 1981-85 VI Plan, Zulia was drastically cut down

tion site. The state uranium mining company has just been

and then eliminated. Ciudad Guayana, once the country's

dismantled, and a new nuclear research center was canceled.

boomtown with $11. 6 billion worth of steel and aluminum

Steel production: Las Truchas stage 3 and two private

complexes under way, is now filled with hundreds of thou

and one state plant at the new Altamira pori have all been

sands of unemployed as almost all new construction has

canceled.

ground to a halt.

Petrochemicals: Plans to spend $3. 6 billion to build 50
plants from 1981 to 1985 were announced in 1981. The huge

Mexico

Mexico's plans for becoming an industrial producer not

dependent upon oil, revenues focused on breaking transport

La Cangrejera complex is 90 percent complete, but key com
ponents needed for efficient integrated operation are not being
built.

bottlenecks with new port cities, building 20 nuclear plants

Irrigation: Mexico could raise its grain harvest from 20

and full electricity grids to supply efficient steel, petrochem

million tons to 68 by 1990 with irrigation, fertilization, and

ical, and fertilizer industries, and feeding an expanding pop

other improvement of existing acreage. Huge canal projects

ulation by channeling irrigation water from the humid south

moving water up from the rainy and rugged South to the dry

to the dry plains of the North.
To accomplish these tasks, Mexico would require some
$150 billion in imported capital goods, $100 million of them
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plains of the North are vital to this. But inability to import
has caused the government to deny machinery to proposed
water management systems.
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au Price 1983: Problems and Prospects
The LaRouche-Riemann computer projection of an oil
price drop's failure to produce a U.S. economic recov
ery. A detailed analysis of energy consumption patterns
in the U.S. economy. A unique study of the oil drilling,
pipeline, and production sectors in the U.S. and an
overview of London's role in manipulating the OPEC
price and the world shift away from long-term contracts.
$250. Order Number 83003.
Anglo-Soviet Designs in the Arabian Peninsula

Analysis of the ongoing collaboration between British
intelligence and the Soviet KGB to end U.S. influence in
the Middle East. Details British operations vis-a-vis Sau
di Arabia, Anglo-Soviet plans for Iran, and the growing
links between Israel and the Soviet Union.
$250. Order Number 83002.

The Strategic Secret Behind the Korean
Airline Massacre

"Reading this report places you in the position of the
privileged person in July 1914 or August 1939, who
could have been competently briefed on the essential
strategic issues which might lead to the outbreak of a
possible world war," wrote EIR Editor-in-Chief Criton
Zoakos in the introduction to this report. It reveals the
strategic setting of the decision taken by Moscow's high
command to shoot down a commercial airliner carrying
269 civilians: an act which must be understood as a
threat to launch nuclear war rather than allow President
Reagan to develop strategic defensive energy-beam
weapons.
$250. Order Number 83011
The Coming Reorganization of U.S. Banking:
Who Benefits by Deregulation?

Prospects for InstabUity in the Persian Gulf

This recently updated report triggered the October 1982
complaint by the New Scientist magazine, a British in
telligence outlet, about the growing influence of EIR in
the Middle East. Includes analysis of threats to the cur
rent Saudi regime, analysis of the Saudi military forces,
and dossiers on left-wing and pro-Khomeini networks.
$250. Order Number 82014.

Crisis legislation is already prepared to reorganize U.S.
banking, and put the U.S. domestic credit system in the
hands of a small, privately held bankers' cartel dominat
ed by the Swiss-based Bank for International Settle
ments and Morgan and Citibank interests. By taking full
advantage of crisis conditions, legislation will be forced
through Congress which will allow the Federal Reserve
to control of entire economy.
$250. Order Number 83014

WiD Moscow Become the Third Rome?: How the KGB
Controls the Peace Movement

The Soviet government is collaborating with the Russian
Orthodox Church to sabotage President Reagan's pro
posal for the �uperpowers to develop defensive beam
weapons to end the age of nuclear terror. "Soviet policy
under Yuri Andropov is presently shaped by dominant
influence of the 500-year-old mystical prophecy that the
Czar of Holy Rus shall become the ruler of the Third,
and Final, Roman Empire." It documents that Soviet
intelligence is running the U.S. nuclear freeze "peace"
movement, and includes an eyewitness report on the
May 24 meeting in Minneapolis of 25 high-level Soviet
intelligence agents and U.S. freeze leaders.
$250. Order Number 83011.

Who Controls America's Food Supply? National
Security and the Destruction of U.S. Agriculture

U.S. agricultural production is being turned into a politi
cal policy weapon, controlled by the same financial in
terests which carried out the world oil crises. This report
documents how a few multinationals control the greatest
proportion of U.S. grain, meat-packing, and fertilizer
production and shipment, and describes how America's
"last productive entrepreneurs," the family farmers, are
being forced off the farm by massive indebtedness due
to the Fed's high-interest-rate policy. The report also
describes the real, unfilled demands for increasing world
food production.
$250. Order Number 83020.
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